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Standings as of Hour 50
Team Name

Rank

Points

1st

Learned Pigs & Fireproof Women

13810

2nd

Loose Meat Sandwiches

13090

3rd

Stefan's Dream 5: Haliburtalicous

12670

4th

The Cream of Mime Conspiracy

12405

5th

Voodoo Dolls

12220

6th

Sigma Phi Nothing

11735

7th

Panties Waaay Too Tight

11710

8th

Non-Essential Gov't Workers

11110

9th

Some Assembly Required

10830

10th

Freshly Squeezed

10750

11th

Nuyorican Poet Soiree'

10705

12th

WWSD: What Would Scooby Do?

10645

13th

Feelin' Comfortable

10585

14th

Pull Start Diesel

10570

15th

Society for Creative Anarchism

10570

16th

College DJs Suck

10505

17th

Neo-Maxi Zoom Dweebies

10300

18th

Free Range Veal

10290
10050

19th

Warning: This Hotdish Contains LOE

20th

Worried About The Beaver

9855

21st

F.A.S.C. - Friday Afternoon Social Club

9730

22nd

Intimate Tupperware Party

9705

23rd

Cuban Reefer Pirates of the Caribbean

9610

24th

Redneck Zombie Mofos

9500

25th

ET: Turkey Ass Casserole

9405

26th

A Few Screws Loose

9305

27th

Hot Cheese

9265

28th

Super Heras In Training

29th

The Chairleg of Truth

9190
9165

30th

The House of Insanity

9125

31st

D.O.A. Hole

8785

32nd

Nancy Drew & The Hardy Boys: Got Cooties

8465

33rd

Operation Hoyven Mayven

8325

34th

Last Call for Cocktails

8310

35th

Trouble Among the Cheerleaders

8170

36th

Frying Pan. Hamster. Stopwatch.

7950

37th

85 No-Talent Ass Clowns

7930

38th

Mary Poppins Strikes Again

7890

39th

Bake @ 350 for 1 Long Weekend

7885

40th

Teachers Loungin'

7875

41st

Evil Will Always Triumph!

7835

42nd

Phreaks & Geeks: You Betcha!

7665

43rd

Mediocre Cum Laude

7505

44th

What's THAT Gonna Getcha?

7490

45th

Pigs R' Us

7415

46th

Enjoy the Man Explosion

7295

47th

The Easter Bunny vs . Jesus

7290

48th

Big Dwarf Rodeo

7040

49th

Eating Penguin & Frog Souffle

7025

50th

Minutemen & The Women Who Love Them

7025

51st

Hypocaffeinemeia

6885

52nd

Shamelessly Nameless

6760

53rd

The Incredible Edible Hobo

6735

54th

Whack My Bush & Pull My Cheney

6550

55th

Velvet Elvis

6500

56th

More Usless Students In College

6400

57th

DA Fillet Show

6095

58th

Hugh Beaumont

5960

59th

Upward Thrust

5575

60th

Who's Jebus?

5540

61st

Digital Dungeon Dwellers

5190

62nd

Nort, But Not That Far Nort, eh

5125

63rd

Acacia

5045

64th

The Mooninites

4235

65th

The Official HighlyDubious.net Team

4180

66th

Vandalay Industries

4045

67th

Habitat for Insanity

4000

68th

GBCRE The Fellowship

3830

69th
70th

The MEGs
Spherical Frictionless Cows

3565
2740

71st

The Land of Pa-Lenty

1410

2004

Trivia Hotdish: From the
Land of 10,000 Questions

2003

Viva Las Trivia

-

2002
2001

..

,,

111.,

KVSC BB.1FM's Trivia Historv
#IITll■I

Learned P~s and
Fireproof omen

71

The Mime Radio Conspiracy

75

Trivia Tube

Sigma Phi Nothing

69

Night of the Living Trivia

Animal House

69

2000

T2KAOS
Trivia 2000

Learned Pf and
Fireproof omen

58

1999

Trivia Renaissance

Learned P{tjs and
Fireproof omen

50

1998

Trivia Sells Out

Those Meddlin' Kids

57

1997

The T-Files

Animal House

48

1996

Trivia Fair

GD!

41

1995

Dial T for Trivia

GD!

41

1994

Hotel Trivia

11 Who Care
2 Bonzai 4 Passolt

34

1993

Trivia Trek

Sigma Phi Nothing

34

1992

Magical Trivia Tour

GD!

30

1991

Trivia ville

GD!

32

1990

Trivia Attack

GDl

28

1989

Trivia Blizzard

Animal House

25

1988

Mission: Trivia

Ul tra Voi let Catastrophe

25

1987

Trivia Getaway

Know Nothings

20

1986

Trivia Zone

Animal House

21

1985

In Pursuit of Trivia

Gang of Four

?

1984

Trivia Olympics

Phil + the Blanks

1983

E.T. Trivia
(Extra terrestrial Tri via)

Squaw Chasers

42

1982

Trivia Weekend

Phil + the Blanks

33

1981

"Trivia Contest"

Shoemaker Victory

26

1980

"Trivia Contest"

Holes Hall Playboys

50

Hour 1

(5:00 PM)

- - St. Cloud State University re-dedicated its oldest building last summer after an extensive restoration project
came to a successful end. Please give us the name of this grand building on campus and when was the building as it
currently stands first dedicated?
Lawrence Hall , 1905

20

pts

15

pts Please tell us the name of the Minnesota cat who found his way from Wisconsin Dells back home
to Hibbing in 2002.
- Skittles

20

pts Monarch, the villain who appeared in the pages of DC comics "Armageddon 2001 ", is actually a
superhero in disguise. Please give us the name of this superhero.
-Hawk

50

pts Please give us the call-letters and city of the 1964 George Foster Peabody award winner for Radio
Education.
- WLW, Cincinnati

25

pts The Coon Creek Girls were regulars on what radio program?
- Renfro Valley Barn Dance

200

pts Many of you may not know that in the hours before 2003's Trivia awards ceremony, Ritsche
Auditorium was host to a fine musical event. For 200 points, please tell us the name of the event,
the names of the three groups who appeared and the songs they performed (kind of makes you wish
you would have picked up that program on the floor, doesn't it?l?I We did!)
(Event)
Music in Time of War and Peace.
1) Campus Band - Lest We Forget, "March: Folk Songs from Somerset", On The Mall
2) Symphonie Wind Ensemble "Mars, the Bringer of War" from The Planets
" Old Churches"
"The Speech of Angels"
'Three Love Songs"
"When Jesus Wept"

3) Festival Honor Band "Elegy for a Young American"
"Japanese Tune"
"Nearer, My God to Thee"
"The British Eighth"
"The Stars and Stripes Forever"

25

pts What Chicago restaurant was the inspiration for the famous "Cheeburger, Cheeburger" sketch on
Saturday Night Live?
- Billy Goat Tavern

50

pts VISUAL TRIVIA# l Before the All American Girls Baseball League, even before Jackie
Mitchell, there was this girl who, in the late 1920's, had so much success as a ballplayer, she was
the reason for the banning of girls in American League Junior Baseball. Please give us her first
and last name.
- Margaret Gisolo

10

pts Who won the Best Director award at the 1937 Academy Awards?
- Leo McCarey

Hour2

(6:00 PM)

lOO

pts Liberty Savings Bank's Monticello Minnesota location held a Liberty's Customer Tailgate Party on
May 17, 2003 . One lucky person won Home Plate. Please tell us the first and last name of the
person who won Home Plate along with names of the two Minnesota Twins celebrities who
autographed it.
(winner) - Chris Block
(autographed by) - Bert Blyleven and Kyle Lohse

20

pts In the poem "Face on the Barroom Floor," what is the name of the face that is drawn on the
barroom floor?
- Madeline

20

pts Who was the executive producer of 2001 's premiere of Elimidate Deluxe? First and last name,
please.
- Alex Duda

50

pts Please give us the first and last name of the Better Homes and Gardens "2002 Prize Tested Recipes
Contest" winner and the name of the recipe that helped her win $5000.
- Annie Crawford (Flagstaff, AZ)
- Creamy Pumpkin Strudels

30

pts In the movie "Bull Durham", what slogan was painted on the front of the Bulls bus?
- "The Greatest Show on Dirt"

75

pts Who is commonly recognized as the "First Female Federal Contractor in Alaska"? Full name,
please.
- Nellie Trospey Neal Lawing

35

pts With the purchase of a Compaq Presario Desktop PC between 6/4/00 and l/31 /01 , you could
receive one free MyStyle Accent Color Kit. Please tell us the exact colors the kits were available
Ill.

- Emerald Green
- Amethyst Purple
- Amber Orange
- Sapphire Blue
- Ruby Red
40

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7805 Please tell us the name of this song and the first and last name of the
artist.
- "Mad About the Way Things Are"
- Larry Long

15

pts Please give us the name of the first cloned mule.
- Idaho Gem

Hour3

(7:00 PM)

60

pts M&M's recently ran a promotion asking the online public to choose their favorite
commercials. They also had a chance for you to vote in "Best of" Categories. We are
looking for the 3 commercial choices on the "Best Performance by a Spokescandy"
- "Diner"
- "Trailer"
- "Hotel"

15

pts What city claims that it is home to Minnesota's first designated DNR state recreation area
for off-highway vehicles?
- Gilbert

20

pts What was the name of the first animated spokesperson for Kellogg Pop Tarts?
- Milton (the Toaster)

40

pts What dairy was honored as the top producer at the 2002 amrnal Tulare Dairy Herd Improvement
Association dinner?
- Rib-Arrow Dairy of Tulare

25

pts Please tell us the name of the Applebee's menu item described in the following sentence.
"Grilled chipotle chicken breast with guacamole and sour cream on a bed of greens tossed
with two cheeses, pico de gallo, tortilla strips and our Mexi-ranch dressing." Be specific.
- Santa Fe Chicken Salad

75

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7803 Please tell us the name of this song and the artist.
-The Way You Touch My Hand (song)
- Nomads (artist)

35

pts What M-G-M Home Entertainment artistic investment was unveiled in North Dakota in
September 2003?
- Statue of "Fargo" character Marge Gunderson

40

pts What job was Peter O'Toole employed to do for the 1998 movie ''Ever After"?
- electrician

15

pts

On the Nancy Sinatra album "Nancy in London," what was the route number of the bus
that Nancy was sitting on?
- 6B

Hour4

(8:00 PM)

45

pts VISUAL TRIVIA #3 Please give us the name of the reality television show where this gorgeous
creature was the prize for tl1e "lucky" winner.
- "There's Something About Miriam"

20

pts Please tell us tl1e first, middle and last names of the first Girl Scout.
- Juliette Gordon Low

20

pts AUDTO TRIVIA# 7854 Please tell us the name of this song and the artist.
- "Minnesota" (song)
- "Northern Light" (band)

60

pts In an episode of "Jimmy Neutron, Boy Genius, " Jimmy creates a device that allows him to lose
intelligence. There are four (4) settings on Jimmy's machine. Please tell us the names oftlle four
(4) settings on Jimmy's machine.
- Drool Monkey
-normal
- Ben Stein
- Einstein

20

pts Please tell us the first and last name oftlle Michigan 5tll grader who received a lifetime supply of
Arby's french fries as a result of a persuasive writing assignment.
- Kate Shermak

150

pts From tlle Stone Critter' s figurine collection comes a magnificent piece titled "Red-Eyed Tree Frog
Reading. " Please give us the name oftlle book tllis frog is reading.
- "The Butterfly's Ball and tlle Grasshopper's Feast"

20

pts What is commonly recognized as tlle first legitimate tl1ird political party in tlle United States?
- The Anti-Masonic party

40

pts What is tlle only county in Georgia to be named after a woman and what is tlle complete name of
tlle woman it's named after?
- Hart (County)
- Nancy Morgan Hart

15

pts What is tlle name oftlle only Goldn' Plun1p beanbag character currently distributed by Goldn'
Plump?
- Cooper

Hour5

(9:00 PM)

Speed Round

First half hour
20

pts Please name the author of the book "James and the Giant Peach."
- Roald Dahl

20

pts In the early I 990's, this actress refused to play a movie role of a beautiful woman who loses her
limbs in the name of love. Name the actress.
- Kim Basinger

20

pts Who is the author of the cookbook "Papa Andreas's Sicilian table?"
-- Vincent Schiavelli

20

pts Please give us the actor who played Neville Sinlcair in the movie "The Rocketeer."
- Timothy Dalton

20

pts
In the late I 970's "Battlestar Galactica" made its first appearance on TV. What we are looking for
is the name of the actress who's character is married and killed off within the first two episodes.
- Jane Seymour

20

pts Please give us the name of the actor willing to "bare" it all in order to help pay child support in the
movie "The Full Monty."
-- Robert Carlyle

20

pts In "Star Trek Next Generation" this actress played Kamala , an empath who could mold her
interests to those of her intended mates. Please name the actress.
- Famke Janssen

20

pts This proud lady has seen rough tin1es and yet was lucky enough to share the screen with Mel
Gibson in a chain mail mini dress. Please give us her name.
-Tina Turner

20

pts Please name the actress who played Aphrodite in the Harryhausen movie whose storyline focused
on Perseus.
- Ursala Andress

Hour5

(9:00 PM)

Speed Round

Second half hour

20

pts What performer was Weird Al Yankovic spoofing in his video "Like a Surgeon?"
- Madonna

20

pts In "Rocky Horror Picture Show," fandom circles, this character is often referred to by the audience
as the man with no neck. Who is this actor?
- Charles Gray

20

pts This 1980's pop group had a smash video that was part live action, part cartoon and involved a girl
in a diner reading a comic strip. What was the name of the band who performed this video?
- A-ha

20

pts This Dame has played Queen Elizabeth the First, Queen Victoria as well as Hecuba from "Hamlet"
on film . Please give us this actress's name.
- Judi Dench

20

pts This actress played a dancer who had the hots for Kurt Russell while being a sister to the
overbearing police officer Sylvester Stallone. Please give us her name.
- Teri Hatcher

20

pts In 1973 this actor played the legendary Buford Pusser, who was he?
- Joe Don Baker

20

pts Name the actress whose film debut was in a movie that portrayed an ice skater who loses her sight
after a tragic fall, yet learns to skate again.
- Lynn Holly Johnson

20

pts Please name the actor who played Governor Weatherby Swann in a 2003 summer hit movie.
- Jonathan Pryce

20

pts All the answers to this hours questions have become part of a 40 year history to a pop icon who
shows no sign of aging. Please give us the name of the pop icon.
- (Bond) James Bond

Hour6
75

(10:00 PM)

pts AUDIO TRIVIA # 7838 Please name this band.
- Squirrel Bait

20

pts Please tell us who's 150th birthday was celebrated this past June (2003) in Duluth Minnesota
- Chester Congdon

20

pts Fred's Famous Peanuts of Helen, Georgia, claim their expertise in all forms of peanuts . What four
forms are their forte?
- boiled peanuts
- roasted peanuts
- peanut brittle
- Fred's Famous Fried Peanuts

50

pts From the pages ofDC's "The Mighty Isis" comic book series, please give us the name of Isis's
loyal myna (myna) bird.
- Tut

30

pts First she made history as the first Amercian female in space, now Sally Ride has taken 011 the role
of author, (with some help along the way.) Please give us the name of the five books that she has
written.
- "To Space and Back"
- "Exploring our Solar System"
- "The Third Planet: Exploring the Earth from Space"
- "Voyager: An adventure to the edge of the Solar System"
- "Mystery of Mars"

100

pts What does Henry Blake say about Sylvia Jaffee? (The episode is titled "Dear Dad .. Three")
- "Boy, tl1at Sylvia Jaffee is loaded for bear."

35

pts Name the supertanker whose wreck polluted 200 miles of French coastline in the late 1970s.
- AMOCO CADIZ

30

pts "Trivia Gold", Shake a Hamster Band's first huge commercial release, had an uncredited track 011
side one. What is the name of this song?
- "Chia Pet"

15

pts What company manufacturers Cal-Gel and Keto-Gel
- Jorgensen Laboratories

Hour 7

(11:00 PM)

75

pts The 2002-2003 Great River Educational Arts Theatre school matinee schedule included two
October 2002 performances of"Annie" Please give us the first and last name of the actress who
played the title role.
- Bailey McPherson

20

pts What television show did Detectives Phillips, Fendrich and McNeil have in common?
- "The Job"

20

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7858 Please tell us the first and last name of this narrator.
-Hugh Downs

50

pts An eagle, seal, buffalo, pig, goldfish, dog and raccoon, make up an unlikely group of numismatic
buffs. Please give us their first names.
- Peter (Eagle)
- Flip (Seal)
- Bill (buffalo)
- Plinky (pig)
- Goldie (Goldfish)
- Nero (dog)
- Inspector Collector (Raccoon)

50

pts In the comic strip "Heart of the City," when the class was asked to have permission slips by a
parent or guardian for a field trip, who did Dean put down for guardian ? Be specific please.
- "Mace Windu, Jedi Master and Guardian of the Old Republic"

100

pts Please tell us the name of the winner of Baby Talk Magazine's 2001 cutest baby contest. First and
last name, please.
- Jade Zeches (Winona, MN)

30

pts Please give us the first and last names of the two United States Senators who represented New
Jersey during the 89th Congress.
- Harrison Williams (Jr.)
- Clifford Case

35

pts What monster truck was featured on the "What Happened First" portion of the Wendy's restaurant
Monster Jam kids game placemat?
- Survivor

15

pts Please give us the name of the instrument used to make sci-ti noises in the movie "The Day The
Earth Stood Still" and the first and last name of its inventor.
- theremin
- Leon Theremin or Lev Sergeivich Teremen

Hour8

(12:00 AM)

60

pts In the movie "Porky's," a metal plate attached to the floor at Porky's has the answer to who holds
the record spit there. Please give us the name as it reads on the plate.
- Sam "Big Clobber" Puckett

15

pts Who wrote the song "Frosty the Snowman?" First and last name, please.
- Steve Nelson

20

pts Who was the first librarian of the Library of Congress? Once again, first and last name, please.
- John Beckley

35

pts The Minnesota Twins 2003 season was exciting and allowed stadium goers a chance to eat well.
Please tell us the three food-related sponsors of"Three Dollars Wednesdays" .
- Hormel
- Country Hearth
- Davanni's Pizza & Hot Hoagies

30

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7864 Please tell us the name of this song and the artist.
- "157 Riverside Avenue" (song)
- REO Speedwagon (band)

90

pts The May 4, 1900 Minneapolis Tribune featured an ad for a product that claimed to be "a complete
food for old and young". Name this Minnesota-made food product.
-YUCO

20

pts What names are given to the two main parking lots at St. Paul Minnesota's Como Zoo?
- Wolf(Lot)

35

- Palm (Lot)

pts Please give us the first and last name of the person who, on national TV on September 5, 2001,
declared her life had been ruled by 31 years of insanity?
- Anne Heche

10

pts What is Nevada's state fish ?
- Lahontan (!uh-HAHN-tun) cutthroat trout

Hour9

(1:00 AM)

(on air: get ready for speed round next hour)
65

pts In a People magazine story, what character was quoted as saying "I was groped by this saucy
woman twice, mocked by a sitcom co-star and I pretty much received a death threat from this other
guy."
- Crispy (M&M)

10

pts Please tell us the name of the Brady's dog on "The Brady Bunch?"
-Tiger

15

pts AUDIO TRIVIA # 7868 Please give us the first and last name of this person.
- Lucille Ball

40

pts Who's featured with her "mega family" on the cover of the July/ August 2003 Among Women?
First and last name, please.
- Paula Dunham

20

pts What is the name of the heroine of the Pogo slot game, SciFi Slots?
- Ugo-Girl

100

pts Members of the National Geographic Society receive a certificate that begins with the following
paragraph, "The Officers and Board of Trustees have enrolled (blank provided for name) as a
member of the National Geographic Society (Month Year)" Please tell us what the second
paragraph reads. Be specific.
- "In recognition of your support of this nonprofit scientific and educational organization chartered
in 1888 for diffusing geographic knowledge and promoting research and exploration."

25

pts In 2003 MTV Movie Awards introduced the category for Best Virtual Performance. Please give us
the first 5 characters nominated in this category.
- Yoda
- Kangaroo Jack
- Gallum
- Dobby
- Scooby Doo

30

pts What product claimed to be "The Mints With The Kung Fu Grip"?
- Altoids

15

pts The longtime host of"Mister Rogers Neighborhood" had a celestial object renamed in his honor.
Please give us the previous name of this object.
- (asteroid number) 26858 (two six eight five eight)

Hour 10

(2:00 AM) Audio Speed Round
First half hour

30

pts Audio Trivia #7828 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "Monsters Inc."

30

pts Audio Trivia #7829 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "National Lampoon's Animal House"

30

pts AudioTrivia #7830 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "Rebel Without a Cause"

30

pts Audio Trivia #7831 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "Rio Lobo"

30

pts Audio Trivia #7832 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "The Day the Earth Stood Still"

30

pts AudioTrivia #7833 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "The Exorcist"

30

pts Audio Trivia #7834 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "The Jerk"

30

pts AudioTrivia #7835 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "Usual Suspects"

30

pts AudioTrivia #7836 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "War of the Roses"

Hour 10

(2:00 AM) Audio Speed Round
Second half hour

30

pts AudioTrivia #7802 Please give us the name of this song.
- "Troglodyte"

30

pts Audio Trivia #7861 Please give us the first and last name of this artist
- Ray Manzarek

30

pts Audio Trivia #7821 Name the film from which this clip was taken .
- "Apollo 13"

30

pts AudioTrivia #7822 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "Being John Malcovich"

30

pts Audio Trivia #7823 Name the film from which this clip was taken .
- "Con Air"

30

pts AudioTrivia #7824 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "Do The Right TI1ing"

30

pts Audio Trivia #7825 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "Easy Rider"

30

pts Audio Trivia #7826 Name the film from which this clip was taken .
- "Empire Records"

30

pts Audio Trivia #7827 Name the film from which this clip was taken.
- "12 Monkeys"

Hour 11
100

pts

(3:00 AM)

VISUAL TRIVIA# 5 Please give us the first and last name of the man on the right.
- Leonard Skinner

10

pts Please give us the color of the very potent drink absinthe.
- green

20

pts Please tell us the three countries that, upon being admitted to the United Nations, brought the
organization's membership to 117 countries.
- Gambia
- Singapore
- (The) Maldive Islands or Maldives

30

pts In the Ring Of Honor wrestling promotion, athletes are expected to abide by The Code Of Honor.
What are the (five) Laws of Honor that make up that Code?
- (In no particular order)
1. Competitors must shake hands before and after their match.
2. No interfering in matches or having others interfere on your behalf.
3. No harming a referee or causing others to hann an official.
4. No sneak attacks.
5. If you are disqualified in your match , you have broken The Code Of Honor.

20

pts In addition to the iron ore pioneers statue, what other object is prominently displayed in the
downtown district of Mountain Iron, MN? Be specific
- A 1910 Baldwin locomotive, class S-4 switcher.

200

pts In the SPAM Museum ' s " SPAM Production" exhibit, whose name is carved into the handle of the
1940s " Hog Splitter"?
- Harry Rappe

20

pts AUDIO TRMA # 7867 Please give us the first and last name of this hitting legend.
- Stan Musial

50

pts Sid Krofft, half the dynamic duo of Sid and Marty Krofft, talked about the movie that was a big
inspiration for their classic television show "Land of the Lost". The year was 1940 and the movie
was "One Million BC". Please give us the name of the Providence, Rhode Island movie theater he
went to see this movie at multiple tin1es .
- Paramount

IO

pts In world of Neopets, what species accounts for the highest percentage of the population in Kiko
lake?
- Kikos

Hour 12

(4:00 AM)

75

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7839 Please tell us the name of this song and the artist.
- "Rat Patrol" (song)
- Naked Raygun (artist)

20

pts What are the three most common town names in the US?
1) Fairview
2) Midway
3) Oak Grove

20

pts When president Abraham Lincoln called for troops to help keep the southern states in the union,
which state was first to volunteer troops?
- Minnesota

70

pts What did Elisha Fiore have to do with the making of the film "A Mighty Wind"?
- Catheter Consultant

30

pts What is the "sweatiest movie ever made" according to Sunmer Slone of Cheers?
- "Cool Hand Luke"

200

pts We here at Trivia Central looked up some of our past question writers and asked them to submit
questions in celebration of the 25th anniversary. This one is from Erny Richardson. Hallmark
Entertainment and Crayola released a cartoon called "The Ugly Duckling" and of course in the
typical Crayola fashion they included a small activity book and four crayons . Yep, you guessed it
we want the color names of these four crayons. Please be specfic.
- Ugly Duckling Gray
- Scruffy Pink
- Bullfrog Green
- Hetty the Duck Blue

45

pts What company's print ad featured Annie Lynch (a customer who was compensated)?
- Fidelity (Brokerage Services)

40

pts What Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness lake lies directly between Hope Lake and
Maniwaki Lake?
- South Hope Lake

10

pts Why is Nevada known as the "battle born state"?
- it was admitted to the union during the civil war

Hour 13
75

(5:00 AM)

pts
What acts are featured on the marquee of the Desert Inn in the 1960 version of"Ocean's 11 ?"
- Louis Prin1a & Keely Smith

15

pts Within the quartz group, what mineral has more iron oxide than any other quartz?
- amethyst

20

pts Please give us the first name of the Bobbsey Twins.
- Bert
- Nana
- Freddie
- Flossie

50

pts Please tell us the two headlining acts at the 2nd annual Mud Creek Jamboree?
- Tina Schlieske and the Salvation Band
- Lola and the Red Hots

30

pts Please tell us the first and last name of the gymnast who finished second in the all-around of the
Minnesota Class A State meet in 2003?
- Megan Close

80

pts Fisherman's Point Campground, located in Hoyt Lakes, MN, has a very detailed list of rules.
Please tell us the exact wording of rule "B" according to their 2003 reservation brochure.
- "All household pets must be kept on a leash at all times."

40

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7873 Please give us the name of the following song and the first and last
name of the artist.
- "I Love Onions" (song)
- Susan Christie (artist)

50

pts What historic event marked the 1990 Uptown Art Fair?
- The City of Minneapolis approved the closing ofHennepin Avenue
and Lake Street during the duration of the fair

15

pts Please give us the number of Minnesota State Parks in Minnesota whose name contains the word
lake or lakes.
- 14 (fourteen)

Hour 14
40

(6:00 AM)

pts One of the comics given away during free comic book day in 2002 was a Tomb Raider comic,
which everyone in St. Cloud should have picked up at least for trivia purposes. Within the
storyline we learn of Lara's origins and why she became a Tomb Raider. Please give us the
artifact she was searching for that she eventually found and sent to a fom1er teacher to show her
appreciation for his past lessons on life.
- King Arthur's Crown

20

pts Here's anothe blast from the past. This question is from hall offamer Thomas Raich.Who is the
current Dean of students at Miss Vera's fmishing school for boys who want to be girls?
- Veronica Vera

20

pts Oldsmobile Alero presented the 1999 Hard Rock Rockfest in Atlanta. Please give us the four
official sponsors.
- Certs
- Circuit City
- Discover Card
- "Entertainment Weekly"

45

pts Audio Trivia# 7817 - Please give us the name of the object this woman is referring to which is
part of the Minneapolis Institute of Art ' s collection.
- Aphrodisiac Telephone

30

pts

100

pts In the movie "City of Angels," we can clearly see a People magazine. What is the title of the cover
story and what is advertised on the back cover?
- "Clash vs. Cash" (cover story)
Bacardi (advertisement)

40

pts What program's description includes "lt's more than just those same old hits. It's seminal artists
and deeper cuts.. "
- Classic Rock Show (KVSC)

40

pts As of December 31, 1964, what magazine had the largest United State circulation?
- Reader's Digest

15

pts You're in Houston. You flick on the TV. You're hit with a commercial by Mattress Mack. What
is Mattress Mack's real first and last name?
- Jim Mclngvale

from the 1999 "Richard Simmons Food Mover" cookbook, please tell us the two beef entries listed
in the dinner section. Be specific.
- Beef Fajitas
- Sweet & Sour Meatballs

Hour 15

(7:00 AM)

80

pts Please tell us the names of the eight original Kindergarden Babies. Be specific
- Becky Blueberry
- Penny Peach
- Rita Raspberry
- Roni Rose
- Sally Sunflower
- Suzi Strawberry
-Tara Tulip
- Vicky Violet

15

TO What is the name of Dogpile's mascot and what is his birthdy?
- Arfie
- January 1, 1996

20

pts Here is another blast from the past, Mr B better known as Gary Burt was kind enough to pass on
this question. Please give us the name of the Sumo wrestler who performed a purifying ritual that
chased evil spirits away in the 1998 Winter Olympics and while you are Googling we are also
looking for his first and last birth name.
- Akebono - Chad Rowan

50

pts Please give us the first and last name of the 2002 winner of the St. Cloud State University Alunmi
Association College of Social Sciences Leadership Award.
- Lowell Hellervik

30

TO What fictional city was the televison show "Hill Street Blues" set in?
- Metropolitan or Metro

100

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7843 Please tell us the name of this song and the artist performing it.
- Schmerzen Horen (song)
- Einsturzende Neubauten (artist)

40

pts Please give us the 10 cities listed on the map of this year's trivia poster.
- Alexandria
- Austin
- Detroit Lakes
- Brainerd
- Duluth
- Granite Falls
- Minneapolis
- St. Cloud
-St Paul
-Two Harbors

45

pts What product's print ad was headlined with the phrase "4 Doses? OR 1?"
- Liquid Tagamet HB 200

15

pts Where in Minnesota can you find a Frank Lloyd Wright designed gas station?
- Cloquet

Hour 16

(8:00 AM)

75

pts What Minnesota restaurant was coupon number Bl4Iofthe 2003 "Twin Cities Happennings" book
(edition code 091) for and what was the value of the coupon?
- Olde Town Deli (Shoreview location only);
- one complimentary menu item when a second item of equal or greater value is purchase (will also
accept Buy One Get One or "up to $5 .00 value")

15

pts If you guessed at a multiple choice question with five possible answers, what is the probability that
you are incorrect? Please express your answer as a percentage.
- 80 (percent)

20

pts Where in Mi.Jmesota can you find a giant black duck?
- Blackduck

50

pts VISUAL TRIVIA #9 This Minnesota landmark received a makeover in 1991 after being
decapitated duming a windstorm. Please give us her full name.
- Lucette Diana Kensack (Paul Bunyan's girlfriend)

30

pts In 1971, what cow1try's steel production outstripped U.S. output for the first time?
- U.S.S .R. or United Soviet Socialist Republic

200

pts All the recipes included in the complimentary publication of"Cooking with Frank' s Kraut" have
been kitchen tested by whom? Please be specific.
- Home economics department of Theodore R. Sills, Incorporated

50

pts In the magazine SPIN, an article stated that Slash from Guns and Roses was thinking about
reuniti.J1g with some former band members to fom1 a new group . Slash also said he was still
looking for "somebody who's got attitude." SPIN came up witl1 6 of their own suggestions, who
were they.
- Dr Teeth
- Courtney Love
- Michael Jackson
- Rivers Cuomo
- Fred Durst
- Eartha Kitt

40

pts What was tl1e name oftlie only costumed superhero in the Wings Comics run? (For example,
Bruce Wayne's costumed superhero name is Batman.)
- Phantom Falcon

15

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7863 Please tell us tl1e first and last name oftl1e person speaking in tl1e
following clip .
- John Lennon

Hour 17

(9:00 AM)

50

pts The Wolf Bay Brothers frequently play at Wolf Bay Lodge on lovely Lake Vermillion. Please give
us the name of the polka the Wolf Bay Brothers wrote in honor of a local icon.
- "Guy Pohto Ploka"

15

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7870 Please tell us the first and last name of the artist in the following sound
bite.
- Bob Dorough

20

pts What color polo shirt is Pro Football Hall of Farner Larry Primeau modeling in the Land's End
May 2002 "What's In Store" catalog?
- Black Forest

40

pts Family Fun magazine's recent article "Indoor Water Wonderlands" featured a number of wonderful
attractions, two of which are located in Minnesota . Please give us the locations of these two
Miimesota Indoor Water Wonderlands.
1) TI1e Depot (Minneapolis) (do not accept Courtyard By Marriott or Residence hm)
2) Grand View Lodge (near Brainerd)

20

pts What cimematic significance does "G-BIHN" have?
- The letters that appeared on the rudder oftl1e Zorin Industries airship in "View To A Kill"

100

pts Name the top 5 US trucking fim1s of 1979.
- Roadway Express
- Yellow Freight System
- McLean Trucking

- Consolidated Freightways
- Ryder Truck Lines

35

pts TI1e mside of the box of SpongeBob Squarepants Cheese Nips featured eigbt trivia questions. One
of those questions was "In what city does SpongeBob Squarepants live?" Please give us the three
answer choices listed on the box.
a. Bathing Suit Top b.Orlando c. Bikmi Bottom

50

pts What event was scheduled to be held on June 6, 2003 at the Hackensack MN Union
Congregational Church?
- Chili, Soup and Pie Supper

15

pts Please give us the first and last name of the African-American sports legend commemorated by a
postage stamp ii1 1982.
- Jackie Robmson

Hour 18
50

(10:00 AM)

pts According to the Savannah Map of Antiques Dealers (A Companion Guide to Savannah's Dynamic
Antiques' Community) three locations have "multiple dealers." Please tell us those three locations .
- Cobblestone Lane Antiques

- Portobello

- Abercorn Antique Village

20

pts What was the name of the first Hardy Boys Mystery?
- "The Tower Treasure"

20

pts What name did the wilmers of the 2002 Future City engineering contest give their city?
- Apricus

50

pts

30

pts Please give us the exact date, teams and score of the first football game played in the Houston
Astrodome.
- September 11th, 1965
- Tulsa, University of Houston
- 14 to O (fourteen to zero)

80

pts Please give us the first and last names of the Stearns County Dairy Princesses who rode on the
2003 Stearns County Dairy Farn1ers Avon Spunktacular Parade float.
- Melissa Kolb
- An1anda Linn
- Rebecca Willenbring
- Jessica Felling
- Melissa Goebel
- Betty Holdvogt
- Melanie Herkenhoff
- Vicky Fredricks

30

pts Audio Trivia# 7813 - Please give us the name of this patriotic song.
- "Semper Paratus" OR "Always Ready"

40

pts Audio Trivia# 7816 - This clip was taken from a movie about a small group of Willmar area
residents and their struggle for equality. Please tell us the name given to this group .
- Willmar 8

15

pts Who once said "I have made a career of getting in way over my head, (but) I have never, ever felt
more insecure or more at a loss than I do tonight."
- Conan O'Brien

[n the Crest Toothpaste print ad titled, "lt took her 67 years to find the right dentist" , who is "her"
and who is "the right dentist" ?
- (her) Winnie Burrows
- (the dentist) Dr. Cammie Housh

Hour 19

(11:00 AM)

(on air: get ready for speed round next hour)
80

pts In September 1922 a mural depicting a native american hunting scene was installed in the Steams
County courthouse in MN. Please tell us the first and last name of the mural's artist.
- Elsa Jemne

20

pts "The Great Gildersleeve" is a spin off of what radio series?
- "Fibber McGee and Molly"

20

pts In what US city was the first mass inoculation of children against polio conducted?
- Pittsburgh

60

pts In the movie "Air Bud," what does the city limit sign read when entering Femfield?
- "Welcome To Femfield, Where Everything is Possible"

35

pts Back in 1993, the JCPenney store in the Quaker Bridge Mall in Lawrence Township NJ adopted a
dress code forbidding women to wear trousers. Please give us the first and last name of the
JCPenney employee who was the first to challenge the dress code and lost.
- Diane Carter

80

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7865 Please tell us the name of the following song and the artist perfom1ing
it.
- So Blind (song)
- Dragnet (artist)

45

pts Gumdrop Grape and Candycom Orange are flavors of what consumer food product?
- Mr. Wiggle (Gelatin)

40

pts VISUAL TRIVIA # 2 :Please give us the caption used with this picture, which was printed in a
World War One publication.
- "Owner of the Stars and Stripes"

15

pts Please give us the complete name of Minnesota's first govemer.
- Henry Hastings Sibley

Hour 20

(noon) Speed Round
First half hour

ON AIR: "THIS SPEED ROUND IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY TV GUIDE. THESE ARE
MOVIES SYNOPSES (SIN-OP-SEES) AS THEY APPEARED lN TV GUIDE. PLEASE
GIVE US THE MOVIES ASSOCIATED WITH THESE SYNOPSES." (READ A
COUPLE OF TIMES DURING THE HOUR)

30

pts Director Julien Temple's energetic, stylized musical about 1958 British teens at the dawn of rock
and roll ...
- "Absolute Beginners"

30

pts Breezy story about a displaced California teen who deals with his bullying Cincinnati classmates
by exhibiting his skating skills.
- "Airborne"

30

pts Burt Reynolds and Goldie Hawn as a screenwriting team whose wam1 relationship is chilled by
their marriage.
- "Best Friends"

30

pts

Action yam about a $100,000 auto race from Los Angeles to New York City.
- "Cannonball I"

30

pts

A former CIA agent is asked to accompany a one-time KGB mole to Berlin for a spy-swap.
- "Company Business"

30

pts Bangkok locations highlight this story about the sexual liberation of a woman .
- "Emmanuelle"

30

pts Youngsters take flight in a homemade spacecraft and meet aliens well versed in l 950's pop culture.
- "Explorers"

30

pts Disney sequel about a lawyer transfom1ed into a pooch, hounding a crook.
- "The Shaggy D .A."

30

pts An 8-year-old believes that an injured reindeer found in a Midwest forest is part of Santa's team.
- "Prancer"

Hour 20

(12:00 PM) Speed Round
Second half hour

30

pts The exploits of the gender-bending "Saturday Night Live" character.
- "It's Pat"

30

pts An eccentric tycoon offers $1 million each to six people if they can make it through the night at his
wife's birthday party held in an abandoned insane asylum.
- "House on Haunted Hill"

30

pts The masked killer slices and dices high-school grads on their class trip.
- "Friday the 13th Part VIIJ :Jason Takes Manhattan"

30

pts Two sewer workers flush out a plan to get their banished pro-wrestling hero back into the ring.
- "Ready to Rumble"

30

pts A new employee tries to overcome backstabbing and office politics to make it at a fashion
magazine.
- "Intern"

30

pts A darkly comic story of a couple's corpse-hiding efforts, which lead to murderous marital woes.
- "Head Above Water"

30

pts About a group of speed demons gathered to participate in an auto race from New York City to
California.
- "The Gumball Rally"

30

pts Karyn Kusama wrote and directed this tale of a feisty Brooklyn teen who tries to break the gender
barrier in the world of amateur boxing.
- "Girlfight"

30

pts Two teens and a young Bushman are pursued across the Kalahari by murderous poachers.
- "A Far Off Place"

Hour 21

(1:00 PM)

50

pts From the Marvel comics vault, please give us the other superhero who attended the same high
school Peter Parker, AKA Spiderman, did. A couple of hints: this person starred in his own series
that bore his name and he did not attend the school the same time Peter Parker did.
- Darkhawk

20

pts Where is the world's largest floating loon? City and state, please.
- Virginia, Minnesota

35

pts VISUAL TRIVIA# 13 What is the name of this establishment?
- Hell's Cafe OR Le Cafe de l' Enfer

45

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7856 Please tell us what appeared on the B-side of this mid 1970's hit.
- Rag Doll (Art Garfunkel)

- You're Kind (Paul Simon)

30

pts In the movie "Toy Story JI", we find out the year and make of the "Pizza Planet" delivery vehicle.
Please give that to us now.
- 1978 Gyoza

150

pts Rolling Stone magazine had a feature this past year on the top 100 greatest Guitarists of All Time
and of course it listed their opinion of the top I 00, each entry having a short bio and in some cases
a mini interview. Yep, you got it, we are looking for a top 10 - but before you start your Google
search, we are looking for the Top 10 as picked by Buddy Guy who happens to be #30 on the
Rolling Stone list. Please give the names as they are given in the magazine. (thought it would be
easy huh)?
-B.B. King
- Earl Hooker
- Lightnin' Hopkins
- Wayne Bennet
- Matt Murphy

- Muddy Waters
-T-Bone Walker
- Stevie Ray Vaughan
- Eric Clapton
- Tiny Grimes

30

pts Susan Vass is quoted as saying "Pat Dennis has a beautiful ear for dialogue and a comedirume's
loving and cynical view of the world." Dennis's book "Hotdish To Die For" features six short
stories . Please give us the exact title of the six short stories.
- Death By Idaho
- Cabin Fever
- The Elder Hostile
- Hotdish to Die For
- The Luthern Who Lusted
- The Maltese Tater Tot

35

pts According to the Summer 2003 Cru1al Park Times in Duluth, MN, who were the new owners of the
Blue Iris Gallery? Complete names, please.
- Karen Munson-Thompson
- Pat Joyelle
- Penny Clark

IO

pts Scot Storm, a Sartell resident, won the 2004 federal duck stamp competition with an acrylic
painting showing a pair of what kind of ducks?
- redheads

Hour 22

(2:00 PM)

100

pts Please tell us the epitaph as it appears on the Florence Bennett Williams memorial in Pine Grove
Park in Little Falls, MN.
- "ln memory of Florence Bennett Williams (1863 - 1945) "Far above the pines she loved, her soul
doth rise and soar to add to her abundant life and a greater glory for evem1ore."

10

pts AUDIO TRMA # 7853 Please tell us the name of this character.
- Bart (Simpson)

20

pts At what gubernatorial related business can you find Sony, JVC and RCA products in the Mountain
Tron/Virhrinia Minnesota area?
- Perpich TV & Music (Inc)

50

pts According to the June-July-August 2003 Grandma 's Gazette, I 7 employees hit their IO year
anniversary. The Gazette featured a brief biography of each employee and a photo of them. All
except one that is. Please tell us the first and last name of the Grandma's employee who's photo
was an imposter.
- Tim Pavlish (he used the Grandma from the Gazettes logo)

35

pts Please tell us what four townships are found on the far west border of Steams County, Minnesota.
- Ashley
- Northfork

150

- Raymond
- Crow Lake

pts VISUAL TRIVIA #10 The Minnesota Society of Certified Public Accountants distributed posters
across Minnesota showing members participating in various recreational activities as part of their
2002 Youth Promotion Campaign . Please tell us the first and last name of the member who appears
in the foregrow1d of this picture and the name of her employer.
- Robin Markowitz, Minnesota AIDS Project

40

pts Please give us the theme for the Twin Cities River Rats waterski show for the swmner of 2003 .
- RattyShack

50

pts Please give us the first and last name of the person who was elected as President of the Minnesota
Hotel & Lodging Association for the year 2000.
- Bill Foussard

l0

pts The city park in Nevis, Minnesota, is marked by a statue of a large fish. Please tell us what kind
of fish this statue is representing.
- tiger muskie

Hour 23
60

(3:00 PM)

pts Lifesavers decided to change their five flavor assortment, both in the hard candy and gummi
varieties. 11 flavors were offered for each candy, 10 of these flavors were the same. We are
looking for the two flavors that differed.
- Raspberry (Hard candy)

- Strawberry (Gummi)

15

pts What song was Wren listening to when he drove into the school parking lot on his first day of
school in the movie Footloose?
- Bang your Head (Metal Health) - (Quiet Riot)

20

pts Rather than vote for Adlai Stevenson, who did one Alabama Electoral College member cast a vote
for in the 1956 presidential election?
- Walter Jones

40

pts In the comic srip "Foxtrot," Jason downloaded a leaked fake copy of the new Harry Pottter book.
What was the title of this Internet wannabe?
- "Harry Potter goes to Phoenix"

45

pts In mid July 2003, in the small town of Phoenixville Pennsylvania, a memorable movie scene was reenacted and ws the center point of a festival that has now seen four years and looks like it will
continue to "grow." Please give us the name of this festival.
- Blob Fest

200

pts The "Precious Kitties" candy package contains I Kitty, 1 sticker, 1 Candy Fish and I Family
Albwn. There are twenty-four package variations. Give us the names of all twenty-four.
- Al LaCarte
- Bo Diddley
- Catastrophe
- Cleo
- Flutter
- Fluffy & Puffy
- Glitzy
-Java
- Jinx
- Lily
- Megabyte
- Munchie
- Pompom
- Ratchet
- Roscoe
- Rosie
- Shambala
- Sharpie
- Siren
- Sleepy, Snoozy & Drowzy
- Spiffy
- Splat
- Stretch
- Tiffany

45

pts Please tell us the first and last names of the Sartell-St. Stephen High School 4x8 00 team members
who set a new Central Lakes Conference indoor track record on March 29, 2003.
- Andy Overby
- Hon Neumann
- Adam Plante

- John Marschel

40

pts AUDIO TRlVIA # 7841 Please tell us the name of the following song and the artist perfom1ing
it.
- Capital Radio Two (song)
- The Clash (artist)

10

pts What was the official beverage of the 2003 Atlanta Cow Parade?
- milk (duh)

Hour 24
50

pts

(4:00 PM)

The trivia ghods, having 6 girl children between them, have been subjected to many Mary Kate and
Ashley movies. Please tell us the name of the Tyler girls' hangout from the movie "Billboard Dad".
- Van Gogh's Ear

20

pis

Who is considered to be the "Jane Goodall of black bears"? First and last name, please.
- Lynn Rogers

20

pis

For 20 points, please give us the first and last name of the person who said "I love this place! Anyone
who has known the deep woods and the blue lakes for a week or a season puts themselves lo sleep ever
afterwards with the memories ofEly .. "
- Charles Kurall

.rn

pts

From the advertising pages of Iron Man, issue 90, please give us the number of pure molded plastic
Revolutionary War Soldiers one would receive for the low, low price of two dollars and twenty five cents."
- 204 (two hundred and four)

30

pts

Please give us the first and last name of the first African American member of the United States House of
Representatives.
- Joseph Rainey (South Carolina)

250

pis

Audio Trivia# 7810 - Hidden among the infectious beat are 10 clips from various songs released in the
J980's and 1990's. Please give us the titles oflhese 10 songs which could all be considered "one hit
wonders".

- I Can Dream About You
- I Want Candy
- l Want to be a Cowboy
- The Perfect Way
- Birds Fly OR Whisper to a Scream
- Major Tom
- No Rain
- Sugar Don't Bite
- Wild Wild West
- Word Up

(Dan Hartman)
(Bow Wow Wow)
(Boys Don ' t Cry)
(Scritti Politti)
(Icicle Works)
(Peter Schilling)
(Blind Melon)
(Sam Harris)
(Escape Club)
(Cameo)

PHONE BANK: THEY DON'T NEED THE NAMES OF THE BANDS, THAT'S FOR ON-AIR
TO READ AFTER THE QUESTION JS CLOSED. THANKS

25

pis

The SCSU Alunmi Association hosted a Harvest Moon event Friday, October 20, 2000. Please tell us U1e
full name of the winner of the Alumni Service Award.
- Mollie Young Marinovich

50

pis

(class of 1981)

"When their house caught fire, Stacey and Tom R. of southern Illinois thought they'd lost everything. But
according to Stacey, the stuff they'd stored in Rubbermaid totes came out A-okay." This print ad features a
woman holding what heirloom'/
- a wedding dress

10

pis

When Push Pop candy was introduced in the mid 80's what were the two original flavors?
- grape

- cherry

Hour 25

(5:00 PM)

125

pts In honor of the 25th Anniversary of KVSC's very first trivia contest, please give us the band and
the name of the very first CD to be acquired in KVSC's vast CD library.
- Dire Straits (band) Dire Straits (name of cd)

20

pts Please give us the two sports that elected Jim Brown, co-star of "The Dirty Dozen", into their hall
of fame.
- Football, Lacrosse

50

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7852 Please tell us the name of the following song and the band perfonning
it.
- Ivan Kahle (band)
- Minneapolis Polka

40

pts Visual Trivia #14: What year, make and model is this vehicle?
- 1960 Subaru 360

40

pts Please telJ us the dimensions of a regulation Anny foxhole.
- two rifles long, two helmets wide and as deep as the tallest occupant's armpits.

l 00

pts Please give us the first and last name of the only Glockenspiel player on the University of Michigan
Marching Band' s "Halftime Classics" album released in the late 1970's.
- Marsha Yockey

20

pts Our trivia competition this year shares its 25th anniversary with the beginning of the extensive
memorabilia colJection acquired by the Hard Rock Cafe. It began witl1 a celebrity donating
someiliing of his and wiiliin days another celebrity donated an item with a note attached. Please
give us the first and last names ofilie two celebrities, the items they donated, and what was written
on the note that accompanied ilie 2nd celebrities donation.
- Eric Clapton, Pete Townsend
- both donated guitars
(the note) - "Mine's as good as his, regards Pete"

30

pts From the cartoon "Popeye for President", ilie votes are tied for Popeye and Bluto and Olive Oyl
hasn't voted yet. Olive Oyl happens to be ilie only resident of which county?
- Green (County)

lO

pts Please give us the color of the undershirt that Gary Zimmennan is wearing right now. It is one of
ilie colors in the rainbow.
- orange

Hour 26

(6:00 PM)

75

pts In this "Peanuts" story arc, Snoopy joined the Beagle Book Club and fell in love with the author
who wrote the Bunny Wunnie series but found out she was the proud owner of cats. Please give us
the titles of her seven books mentioned in this story arc.
- "Six Bunny Wwmies and Their XK-E"
- "Six Bwmy Wwmies and Their Ponycart"
- "Six Bmmy Wunnies go to Long Beach"
- "Six Bwmy WUlll1ies Make Cookies"
- "Six Bwmy Wwmies Join an Encounter Group"
- "Six Bunny Wunnies and Their Layover in Anderson, Indiana"
- "Six Bunny Wwmies and Their Water Bed"

10

pts Please give us the name of the city that calls itself the turtle racing capital of Minnesota .
-Perham

20

pts From "My Big Fat Greek Wedding", Toula's father believes any ailment can be cured by treatment
with what?
- Windex

40

pts Please give us the breed of the St. Cloud Police K-9 dog Jordi.
- Belgian Malinois

20

pts Audio Trivia #7814 - Please give us the first and last name of this person being interviewed as
well as the character he is describing.
- Richard Grant
- Doctor Who

125

pts In 1948, the Babe Ruth Foundation was created to help the "kids of America". The fom1dation
created the Babe Ruth Fund to raise money for children with cancer. One of the first two
donations received was $100,000 from the Revere Camera Company. Please give us the amom1t of
the other donation received and the first and last name of the 13 year old New Yorker who donated
it
- Ten cents, Jackie Minogue

40

pts In the Trivial Pursuit "Family" version, what are the six categories?
- People & Places
- Entertainment
- History
- Sports & Leisure
- Science & Nature
- Wild Card

30

pts Please give us the first and last names (prior to the wedding) of the bride and groom who were
married on June 23, 2003 at Mickey's Diner in St. Paul.
- Jenine Defiel and Richard Mitcheltree

lO

pts What Minnesota city was the birthplace of Gretchen Carlson?
-Anoka

Hour 27
65

(7:00 PM)

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7846 Please tell us the name of the following band and the song they are
performing.
- Buzzcocks (band)

15

- Noise Annoys (song)

pts 2003 saw the passing of the flamboyantly dressed announcer of the "Price is Right." Please give us
his first and last name.

- Rod Roddy
20

pts Please give us the first and last name of the Marine Corporal that was pictured with the American
flag on Saddam Hussein's statue?
- Edward Chin

35

pts In the Meeting Grounds located in downtown St. Cloud, there is a woven blanket hanging on a
wall. This blanket comes all the way from the mountains of Bolivia. We are looking for the first
and last name of the woman who created it. (Please spell her last name)
- Sophia Arancibia

20

pts Where in Minnesota can you read the temperature from a 22-foot-high thermometer?
- International Falls

100

pts VISUAL TRIVIA #7 Please tell us the exact wording of this political buttons' disclaimer.
- Paid for by senate district 1 DFL John Johnson Treasurer

30

pts KVSC trivia weekend is celebrating it's 25th anniversary, but the crash test dummy is celebrating
it's 55th. In honor of the dummy, please give us the name of the company that developed the
dummy and th.e name the original dummy was known by. If you have a "Crash Test Dummies fo r
Dummies" book, you should get this question.
- Sierra Engineering Company/ Sierra Sam

40

pts Please give us the first and last names William Hanna and Joseph Barbera used for a time when
they were writing songs without the benefit of a songwriters union card.
- Denby Williams, Joseph Roland

15

pts From what city in Minnesota can you find a giant cup of coffee pouring into the ground?
- Vining

Hour 28
60

(8:00 PM)

pts Name the corporate advertising icon with the head of a Native American girl and the body of an ear
of com.
- (the) Karo Princess

20

pts Ben & Jerry's lee Cream created a flavor to help encourage coming of age voters to go out and
make a difference. TI1e public was asked to submit ideas for naming the new flavor . From these
submissions 3 finalists were chosen then placed online for the public to vote on. Please give us the
three names that made the final cut.
- Primary Berry Graham
- Berry Rock US Caucus
- My Straw (berry) Vote

30

pts Please give us the 6 character shapes in the Keebler Lion King Animals Crackers?
- Pumbaa

- Nala

- Timon

- Simba

- Adult Simba

- Zazu

45

pts AUDIO TRIVIA # 7850 Please tell us the name of the band in the following clip and the name of
the song they are performing.
- The Jesus and Mary Chain (band)
- Psycho Candy (song)

30

pts According to Foxtrot what goes "Snap, Crackle, Pop, BAM" "Snap, Crackle, Pop, BAM"?
- Emeril making cereal ( will take anything close)

100

pts In the spring of 1999, the National Fluid Milk Processor Promotion Board introduced the "Milk
Gear" promotion. For just $6.50 and three milk proofs-of-purchase, one could obtain a set of four
creamy lip glosses. Please give us the exact names of the four lip-smacking shades.

35

- Mocha Latte

- Chocolate Milk

- Fat Free

- Strawberry Frappe

pts There are 16 recipes for coconut cream pie in the Gilligan 's Island Cookbook. Amazingly, all the
recipes call for coconut. What one other item is common to every recipe?
- crust or shell

60

pts Let's pretend you're a cook at Holdingford High School and you've just won approxinlately $2.1
mjUion dollars . You think, "what the heck?" and decide to show up for work Monday 10/27/2003
just as you have for the past few years. The question is ... what's for lUJ1ch today? Please tell us
specifically what items were on the Holdingford High School menu October 27, 2003.
- pork chop patty
- peas/carrots

IO

- chicken nuggets
- apple rings

- mashed potatoes
- applesauce

pts What does Peter request for dinner in the episode "the Personality Kid"?
- pork chops & applesauce

Hour 29
60

(9:00 PM)

pts Chronic Wasting Disease is not something found among the patrons of certain bars, something you
would already have known had you read the article on it in the Fall 2003 Mills Field N' Forest
Outdoor Journal. For 60 points, what Wisconsin official did the journal interview as an expert on
Chronic Wasting Disease? First and last name, please.
-Bob Manwell

15

pts Audio Trivia# 7812 - What movie is this man referring to?
- "Oh Brother Where Art Thou"

20

pts What organization was founded in 1867 as the nationwide organization of farm families and rural
Americans? While you're at it, please tell us the founders full name.
- 111e Grange
- Oliver Hudson Kelley

40

pts What company sent out commemorative lapel pins with a backing card that included "What a great
idea to have dinner as a family and watch the 2002 Games together"?
- Betty Crocker

20

pts Please give us the first and last name of the band member of Smashmouth who won the citizenship
award every year in elementary school.
- Michael Urbano

80

pts The 1993 hallmark ornament titled "Look for the Wonder" was designed to reflect the Christmas
memories of what collector? First and last name please.
- Joaooe Pawelek

30

pts Please tell us how many FM radio stations were authorized by the FCC in 1961 .
-1 ,018

40

pts What doll , manufactured by Martell, could develop a more shapely body when her arm was turned
clockwise?
- Growing Up Skipper

10

pts In what Minnesota city was Tanm1y Faye Baker born?
- South International Falls

Hour 30

(10:00 PM)

75

pts ln Minnesota author Bill Holms' book, "Coming Home Crazy" Holms refers to a Chinese mutton
stew in the chapter titled "Xmas in China". What is the name of this stew?
- yangrou paomo

20

pts Please give us the 8 consecutive integers whose sum equals 2428 (two thousand four hw1dred
twenty eight).
-300, 301,302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307

20

pts Because of Reconstruction difficulties, what three states did not participate in the 1868 Presidential
election?
- Mississippi, Texas and Virginia

50

pts VISUAL TRIVIA# 4 Please give us the real first and last name of the woman in the picture and
the first and last name chosen for her that she used for the duration of her life. l11e 500 dollar offer
expired almost 79 years ago, so we won't be honoring it here.
- Lucille Le Sueur, Joan Crawford

25

pts In February 1924 bandleader Paul Whiteman was instrumental in the birth ofa now classical piece
of music from George Gershwin . What was the name of the piece of music and who played at
piano for this premiere?
- George Gershwin
- "Rhapsody in Blue"

75

pts This British citizen applied to the South Africa Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism
for pem1ission to have himself fed to the sharks upon his death . Please tell us his first and last
name and what bay he requested to be dropped into.
- Robert Blackwood, Gans Bay (his request was denied - besides, marine experts say sharks
wouldn't eat a corpse).

30

pts So you think Barbie's dimensions are a bit off - well, this lady has a waist 35 feet thick . Who is
she?
- The Statue of Liberty

45

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7840 Please tell us the name of this song and the band performing it.
- Careering (song)
- Public Image Ltd. (band)

10

pts Katie carried a quart of quarters to the quarry to buy a quail. The price of a quail is one quid.
What is a quid?
- British currency W1it (or I 00 pence or I poWld, something close)

Hour 31
50

(11:00 PM)

pts Hallie Eisenberg, Pepsi pitchgirl, appears as a radio dee jay in one commercial. The station call
letters and frequency are clearly visable in the background of that commercial. What are the call
letters and frequency?
-WBAA

20

- 105.41 FM

pts His real name was Lecil Travis Martin . What was his stage name?
- Boxcar Willie

20

pts What northern Minnesota resident was known as the "Nightingale of the Wilderness"? First and
- Dorothy Molter

50

pts In the world ofNeopets, please give us the name of the shop where you could buy a Weewoo. The
shop we are looking for is part ofNeopia and is not owned by a Neopets player.
- Krawk Island Nippers or little nippers petpets

25

pts From the Marvel Comics "Infinity Gauntlet" mini-series, please give us the names of the two
superheroes, one male and one female, who were the first to disappear as a result of Thanos .
- Hawkeye and Sersi (sir-see)

80

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# Please tell us the name of this song and the name of the band perfom1ing it.
- Party With Me Punker (song)

25

pts Please name Bob the dinosaurs mate and offspring.
- Dawn (mate)

- Minutemen (band)

- Rex (offspring)

50

pts

Ely Minnesota wasn't always located where it presently is. When it was incorporated as a village,
it was located in the area now known as what? As long as you're answering, why don't you also
tell us what year Ely was incorporated as a village.
- Spaulding; 1888

l0

pts

In what movie would you find a London bench inscribed with the following, "For June who loved
this garden from Joseph who always sat beside her."
- "Notting Hill"

Hour 32
30

pts

(12:00 AM)

Listen closely, it's time for a mini math runaround. Please feel free to start your recording devices now:
First, take the number of miles of shoreline on Lake Vermilion and subtract from it the number of islands
on Lake Vermilion . From the result, subtract the number of stories in the IDS Tower, then subtract the
height of the IDS Tower (in feet). To this, add Minnesota's stale rank in terms of area. You now have a
number that corresponds with one of the" 150 Ways to Show Kids You Care" as outlined in Lutheran
Brotl1erhood's brochure of that same name. For 50 points, please tell us the number we're looking for and
the corresponding way to show kids you care.

- 15 (number)

- Tell them their feelings are okay (show them you care)

How we got there . . .
number of miles of shoreline on Lake Vermilion

1,200

subtract from it the number of islands on Lake Vermilion
From the result, subtract the number of stories in the IDS Tower

1,200 - 365

835 - 57 = 778

778 - 775 = 3

then subtract the height of the IDS Tower (in feet)

3 + 12 = 15

To this, add Minnesota's state rank in terms of area
10

pts

= 835

In what Minnesota city was Senator Eugene McCarthy born?
- Watkins

20

pis

In September of 2003 , plans called for a granite monument to what bear to be placed in a St. Paul (MN)
Park?
- Hamm's Bear (Como Park)

40

pts

You may not realize it, but Kelso had an older brother and D01ma had an younger sister. They both
disappeared much like Chuck on Happy Days. Please give us the names of these now forgotten characters.
-Tina

- Casey
20

pts

Washington Irving wrote a satarical history of New York using a pseudonym. What was the name?
- Diedrich Knickerbocker

125

pts

Hanson Press, a publishing company out of Marshall, Millllesota, printed a three-part comic book series
titled "Vendetta: the Road to Vengeance" . Please give us the full name of the vigilante who calls himself
"Vendetta" and the street name of the man who murdered his family.
- Robert Patrick Ta1mer

25

pts

- Captain Jack Anderson

What was the name of the first cast-iron frame building?
- Crystal Papace

75

pts

AUDIO TRNIA # 7851 Please tell us the name of the following song and tl1c name of the band
performing it.
- Holtz Auction Schottische (song)

20

pts

- Gary Kent & His Band (band)

Please tell us the name of the first Russian band to hit number I on the British singles chart?
- t.A.T.u.

Hour 33
60

(1:00 AM)

pts If you purchased a special editon copy of"Junie B . First Grader, Boss of Lunch", you received a
free lunch bag pack. The lunch bag pack includes lunch bags with 5 different phrases . Please tell
us one of the five Junie-isms printed on the lunch bags. We shouldn't have to remind you to be
specific, but we will.
- "A Brought lunch is better than a bought lunch"
- "A lunch made special just for me and Jw1ie B."
- "Only open in the cafeteria"
- "the bestest lunch ever"
- "Checklist for a real professional lw1chmaker - plastic mitts - hairnet - giant white apron"

10

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7869 Please give us the first and last name of the following speaker and the
first and last name of the character he is playing.
- Chevy Chase (speaker)

- Gerald Ford (character)

30

pts What ingredient is on the top of the delectible "beans 'n wieners waikiki" as published in the
Anniversary Cookbook for the Church of St. Peter in St. Cloud, MN.?
- (ha! ved ring) pineapple

30

pts Please give us the name of the w10fficial kid ' s mascot at the Olive Garden .
- Ollie (the olive)

25

pts In what Minnesota city was the 1994 "St. Cloud Area Habitat for Hwnanity Cookbook" published?
- Waseca

100

pts During 2002, Burger King invited you to "play pointless trivia and win nothing." The theme was
The Simpsons. The six questions were on selected beverage cups. No, we do not want the
questions, we want you to tell us the answers exactly as they appeared on the cups.
I .Bright Lights, Beef Jerky
2.Milhouse
3.Willie
4.Apu
5.Principal Skinner
6.Santa's Little Helper

20

pts Zimmy's in Hibbing, MN has a menu with a Bob Dylan theme. Please tell us what is on the "Time
Out of Mind" combo plate. Be specific.
- Chicken Balls O'Fire
- steak fries
- crab & cream cheese wontons
- vegetable spring rolls served with sweet & sour dipping sauce.

50

pts There are 21 categories in the Metropolitan Cookbook published by the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company in 1927. We would simply like to know the title of the category that begins
with the letter "L" and the title of the category beginning with the letter "T" . Thank you .
- Lunch Box

15

pts

- Toast

Please give us the type of apple that was used as the symbol for the Beatles' Apple Records label.
- Granny Smith

Hour 34

(2:00 AM)

80

pts What actor was featured in the September 17, 2002 edition of People "where are they now"
section? First and last name, please.
- Kelly Reno

lO

pts In what Minnesota city was Winona Horowitz (Winona Ryder) born?
-Winona

30

pts Prior to 1998, what two men fom1ed the youngest ticket for governor and lieutant governor in
Minnesota history?
- Harold Stassen / C Elmer Anderson

50

pts What does Floyd request that Andy do for him when he arrives in Hollywood? Be specific.
- "stand on the comer of Hollywood & Vine and say "hi from Floyd".

35

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7857 Please give us the name of the following song and the band playing it.
- "What Makes You Happy" (song)

- K.C. & The Sw1shine Band

225

pts Visual Trivia #12 l11e young man in this picture gained notoriety from one incident in his military
career. Please give us the first and last name of this person,date of the incident, the position he was
filling at the tin1e of the incident and a brief description of the incident that catapulted him into
notoriety.
- John (M) Daly (1st Lt)
- July 5,1943
- Navigator
- As a member of the US Anny/ Air Force he identified Boise, Oklahoma
as a practice bomb site which resulted in the bombing of the town.

30

pts What is the full name ofHogwart's Professor Dumbledore?
- Albus Percival Wulfric Brian Dumbledore

50

pts In the comic strip "Mutts" Mooch decided to have a pet that he can keep on a leash and take for
walks. What kind of pet did he get, what did he name it and what was the pet's real name.
- Snail (pet)
- Earl Jr. (named)
- Speed-o (real name)

15

pts At one time you could order a hamburger from inside a 65-foot-long muskie. Where in Mitmesota
does this big fish reside?
- Bena

Hour 35
65

(3:00 AM)

pts In episode three of the BBC comedy "To tl1e Manor Born", Richard is doing a crossword puzzle.
One oftl1e clues in the puzzle is, "vessel for the fastidious". What is the answer to this clue?
- Fusspot

15

pts If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers how many quarts of peppers would Peter Piper
pick?
- 8 quarts or 537.605 cubic inches

20

pts In the film "BEST lN SHOW" Sherri Arni and Christy start a magazine. What is tl1e name of that
magazine?
- "American Bitch"

30

pts 111e original plan for this structure called for a 600-foot obelisk, rising from a base ringed by a neoclassic Greek colo,made, replete with niches for statues of prominent Americans, along with a
colossal rendition of its namesake driving a battle chariot. It didn't quite tum out that way. What
structure are we talking about?
- The Washington Monument

35

pts Bert Lahr, AlUle Gwynne and Leo Carillo appeared in a 1944 ad for what brand of cigarettes?
- Regent

75

pts AUDIO TRIVIA #7804 Please identify the following song and band.
- Insomnia (song)
- Vibes (band)

40

pts Dawn Wells requested an item from Natalie Schafer's estate after Ms. Schafer passed away. What
was the item that Dawn requested?
- rose bush(s)

30

pts According to MapQuest how far is it between the city that is home to the world's largest crow and
the city tliat is the self-proclaimed "lutefisk capital of the world"?
- 92.54 miles (Belgrade, MN to Madison, MN)
OR
- 87.64 miles (when using zip codes for Belgrade, MN and Madison, MN)

15

pts VISUAL TRIVIA #19 Where in Minnesota would tlle Brady's be if they had actually posed in
front of this rather large otter?
- Fergus Falls

Hour 36
50

(4:00 AM)

pts A couple of months before the Beatles collectively invaded the United States, the quiet one made a
quiet visit to the town where his sister resided here in the US . Now the site where this Beatie slept
allows others to sleep after a Hard Day's Night and dream of the Fab Four. Please, please give us
the name of this slumbering business and its address. (Street, city and State)
- Hard Days Nite Bed and Breakfast (and Beatles Mini Museum)
- l 13 McCallil St, Benton Illinois

20

pts In what city is the American Paint Horse Association headquartered?
- Fort Worth (TX)

20

pts Please name the four "Quad Cities" .
- Davenport (IA)
- Rock Island (IL)

50

- Bettendorf (IA)
- Moline (IL)

pts Hypothetically speaking, there are 750 teams looking to play a little competitive trivia. All 750
competed at KVSC ' s contest, 400 competed at the Steven' s Point contest, 350 competed at the
Boulder contest, and 400 competed at the local contest that used to be put on by ST AR96 . Only
150 teams competed at all four contests and every team competed in at least two contests. Please
give us the number of teams that competed at exactly three contests .
-100

25

pts Harvard's Lowell House has a collection of 17 Russian Bells. They were "rescued" seventy plus
years ago. The monastery that they orginally came from would like to have them returned in honor
of a 700 year alliliversary. Please give the name of the monastery
- St. Danilov Monastery (in Moscow)

125

pts The B- 17 bomber that has made its home at the Wright Patterson Museum in Ohio was named
after an Andrew Sisters song, by a Tech Sergeant because it was his wife's favorite song. Please
give us the name of the plane and the man who named her?
- Shoo Shoo Baby OR - Shoo Shoo Shoo Baby
- Hank Cordes

40

pts Upon taking an item out the box and finding it defective, Dijital Majik of St. Cloud has been
unsuccessfully trying to get it repaired or replaced. Please tell us what the defective item is and the
name of the company that manufactures it.
- motherboard (item)
- Intel (manufacturer)

40

pts What were the first names of Mortimer Brewster's sweet elderberry wine bearing aunts?
- Abbie or Abigail
- Martha

20

pts AUDIO TRIVIA # 7847 Please tell us the name of the song and the band performing it.
- Which Side Are you On (song)
- Billy Bragg (band)

Hour 37
90

(5:00 AM)

pts Jim Valentino, creator of the comic book "Shadowhawk", admitted the first comic book he ever
read pitted the Flash against a guy who moved really slow, the classic Tortoise versus the Hare
story. Coincidentally, this comic also happens to be the first silver age appearance of the Flash .
Please give us the title of the comic book the Flash is reading in the storyline.
- Flash Comics
(phone bank: Flash is incomplete, they need to say "Flash Comics" for it to be correct)

15

pts Which grocery store is the official grocer of the Minnesota Vikings?
- Cub Foods

20

pts Audio Trivia# 7811 - Please give us the name of the product this familiar voice is pitching.
- (bic) banana ink crayons

40

pts The 2003 St. Joseph MN Fruehlingsfest featured five scheduled Senior Card Tournements. Please
tell us what games were scheduled to be played at each toumement.
- Shmear
- Solo/Skat/Fox
- Cribbage
- Bridge
- 500

25

pts Please give us the name of the second place finisher of the Daytona 500 from the year KVSC
started it's annual trivia weekend contest.
- Bobby Allison

75

pts Who won the 1995 Gagliardi Trophy, Division III football's version of the Heisman Trophy, and
what honor was bestowed on him on Sept. 16, 1995?
- Chris Palmer (St. John's Univ) and named a Burger King Scholar Athlete of the Week

40

pts Audio Trivia# 7815 - Please give us the first and last names of the plaintiff and defendant the
speaker is referring to in this audio clip taken from a Supreme Court case.
- Jerry Falwell
- Larry Flynt

40

pts The Garrison Keillor novel, "Me," follows the life ofa Jinll11y (Big Boy) Valente, a pro wrestler,
turned governor of the great state of Minnesota . Before Jinuny (Big Boy) became a pro wrestler he
was a member of the Wal ms' and part of an elite military team. Please tell us what the acrynom
W .A.L.R.U.S . stands for.
- water, air, land, rising, up , suddenly

15

pts In what Minnesota city can you touch a 22-foot-tall fiberglass Dala horse?
-Mora

Hour 38
90

pts lfyou were to purchase the "Garden Weasel", what languages would you need to know in order to
read all versions of the directions that come with the Weasel?
- Danish
- Fiimish
- Italian

20

(6:00 AM)

- Dutch
- French
- Norwegian

- English
- Gennan
- Swedish

pts November 13, 2000 brought us People Magazines' "Sexiest Man Alive plus 79 More Guys Worth
Watching". Who was recognized at the "sexiest politician" ?
- Sen . Jolm Edwards

20

pts With 15 minutes of Kissing, 15 minutes of teasing, 15 minutes of pleasing and 15 minutes of
blowing my top , who would you be?
- The Sixty Minute Man (lyrics)

45

pts Visual Trivia# 16 - Please give us the name of this royal pooch .
- Oliver

30

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7849 Please identify the following song and band.
- "Autobahn" (song)

- Kraftwerk (band)

100

pts During l 986, Hands Across America was spawned to help fight hunger and homelessness . From
the millions that participated across the United States, please give us the first and last name of the
comedian/actor who held hands with Crispin Glover and Ally Sheedy.
- Wallace Langham

40

pts During the April 26, 2003 live broadcast of "A Prairie Home Companion" at Halen beck Hall at
Saint Cloud State University, a Swedish Jazz band were the guest performers. Please give us the
name of this band and the English translation of their name.
- Kustbandet
- The Coast Band
(phone bank, if unsure, ask to spell)

60

pts

Visual Trivia #18 - Please give us the rest of the info that appears below this bust.
"On January 25 , 1960 this C ity Hall Plaza was John F Kennedy's first campaign stop in the nation
for the Presidency of the United States of America"

15

pts Please give us the name of the Saint Cloud Technical College newsletter that shares its name w ith a
3M product.
- Post-It

Hour 39

(7:00 AM)

(on air: get ready for speed round next hour)
75

pts The Fall 2003 edition of Mills Fann Life featured a very insightful article on a sizable Wisconsin
dairy farm. Please tell us the last name of the family who owns and operates the fann
- Van Der Geest

15

pts
What 15-foot statue guards the entrance to the Sherwood Forest RV Park in Garrison, Minnesota?
- Robin Hood

50

pts
AUDIO TRIVIA # 7806 Please tell us the name of this band and the song they are performing.
- "Stranded" (song)
- Chameleon (band)

40

pts Looking for ways to recover lost revenue, the federal government decided to crack down on those
who have defaulted on their student loans. Just one day before "Viva Las Trivia" was about to
begin, a handful of people were arrested in Minnesota for just that reason. Please give us the
codename for this operation.
- (Operation) Anaconda Squeeze

35

pts Please give us the model of the boat Gordon Lund, founder ofLw1d boats, owns .
- 1750 Tyee Grand Sport

25 0

pts 111e Steams History Musewn has a circus exhibit featuring more than 120,000 pieces of folk art
crafted by Willard Gehrenbeck. One component of the exhibit is titled "Willard Bros. Circus Side
Show". As you might suspect, we would like the names of the 13 acts featured in the Side Show
exhibit.
- Sambo Minstrels - Dixie Entertainers
- Giraffe Neck Woman from Burina
- The Great Zelmo - Human Volcano
- Jean & Joan Hill - Siamese Twins
- Tom Elton - Ski High 7'8"
- Lelani Kahili & her Hawaiian Entertainers
- Don & Dan Clark - midget & giant
- Eric Sampson - World's Strongest Man
- Senor Don Carlo - famous juggler
- Hawaiian Singers - Dancers
- S. American Jivaroo Head Htmters
- Ali Singh - Hindoo Magician
- Lulu Foy - 625#

30

pts Excluding man-made lakes, please give us the names of the four counties in Minnesota that have no
lakes in them .

- Mower

- Olmsted

- Pipestone

- Rock

60

pts Please give us the first and last names of the three women feature in the "Three Women Among
Us" article in the July/August Among Women magazine.
- Willie Wh ite
- Donna McCray
- Lula Mische

15

pts Let's say you're in the mood for woodtick racing. Where in Minnesota could you go to attend the
25th annual Running of the Ticks?
- Cuyuna (Woodtick lllll)

Hour 40

(8:00 AM) Audio Speed Round
First half hour

In true trivia spirit we are going to "dish" out some of them there authentic KVSC questions ya
know. In honor of da 25th anniversary of dis hear trivia contest we have cooked up a special
luthran hour of sheer audio heaven straight from the KVSC music library. It is genius, pure genius
ya betch ya, grab yer tape recorder thingies and hear ve go.

30

pts Audisk #7901 (AudioTrivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- "Carry On" (song)
- Crosby Stills & Nash & Young (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7902 (AudioTrivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- "Give Up the Funk" (song)
- Parliament (song)

30

pts Audisk #7903 (Audio Trivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- "Take it Off" (song)
- The Donnas (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7904 (AudioTrivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- "Wynona's Big Brown Beaver" (song)
- Primus (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7905 (AudioTrivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- "Boom Boom" (song)
- John Lee Hooker (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7906 (Audio Trivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- "Jealous Guy" (song)
- John Lennon (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7907 (AudioTrivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- "Detachable Penis" (song)
- King Missile (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7908 (Audio Trivia) Please give us name oftl1e following song and artist.
- "Feelin' Alright" (song)
- Traffic (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7909 (AudioTrivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- "Brand New Baby" (song)
- Semisonic (artist)

Hour 40

(8:00 AM) Audio Speed Round
Second half hour

30

pts Audisk #7910 (Audio Trivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- Radio Free Europe (song)
- R.E.M . (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7911 (AudioTrivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- When I'm Dead and Gone (song)
- Fury in The Slaughterhouse (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7912 (Audio Trivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- I've Got You Under My Skin (song)
- Diana Krall (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7913 (AudioTrivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- Pay No Mind(snoozer) (song)
- Beck (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7914 (AudioTrivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- Friend of The Devil (song)
- Grateful Dead (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7915 (AudioTrivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- So What'cha Want (song)
- Beastie Boys (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7916 (Audio Trivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- Way Over Yonder in the Minor Key (song)
- Billy Bragg & Wilco (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7917 (Audio Trivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- Boplicity (song)
- Miles Davis (artist)

30

pts Audisk #7918 (AudioTrivia) Please give us name of the following song and artist.
- Low (song)
- Cracker (artist)

Hour 41

(9:00 AM)

75

pts Please give us the first and last name of the contestant who won the last Big Deal on the pilot
episode of"Let's Make a Deal" produced in 1963.
-Joyce Hill

20

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7844 Please tell us the name of the following song and artist.
- "Down With The Bass" (song)
- Firehose (artist)

20

pts Visual Trivia# 17 TI1is little lighthouse inspired a childrens's book. Please give the title and the
first and last name of the author.
- "111e Little Red Lighthouse and the Big Grey Bridge"
- Hildegard Swift

tossed

30

pts What is the name that has been given to the restored 1920 Pullman sleeper railroad car that was
featured in the movie "Some Like It Hot?"
- The Clover Colony

20

pts Give us the first, middle and last name of the person that the city of Dallas, Texas was named
after.
- George Mifflin Dallas

200

pts In the SPAM Museum's " SPAM Radio" exhibit two phonograph records are displayed in the
"taking the show 011 the road" display. Please give us the titles and artists on these two records.
(1) "Ichabod & Mr. Toad" by B. Dougherty & Choms
(2) "You Go to My Head" by 111e Hom1el Caravan

40

pts What was the name of the first movie to use "Aromarama" ?
- "Behind the Great Wall" or "La Muraglia Cinese"

45

pts Who created the musical instmment the bazooka? First and last name please.
- Bob Bums or Robin Bums

15

pts Please give us the first and last names of the two celebrities credited with singing "Born to be
Wild," 011 "Kermit Unpigged" .
- Ozzy Osbourne

- Miss Piggy

Hour 42
75

(10:00 AM)

pts What game are you playing if your instructions include, but are not limited to: "Hop on one leg while yelling "I'm not crazy" - with your lips puckered"?
- Nicklelodeon U-pick Live Challenge Game

20

(from Post Kids)

pts Who was the only person to serve on both the Challenger and the Columbia disaster investigation
panels? First and last name, please.
- Sally Ride

20

pts Please give us the first and last name of the person who scored the the first goal for the United
States Women's Olympic hockey team in their first Olympic hockey game.
- Cammi Granato

50

pts According to their menu, where does O'Charley's restaurant claim to be located?
- "At the Comer of Good Food and Good Times"

35

pts Since most songwriters get very little credit for their efforts, please give us the most common last
name from all the songwriters who have had number one hits on Billboard's top 100.
- Williams (there have been 9 different songwriters withe last name of Williams)

75

pts Please give us the complete names of the four people elected to The Hall of Fame for Great
Americans in 1965 .
- Jane Adams
- Oliver Wendell Holmes
- Orville Wright
- Sylvanus Thayer

35

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7874 It's time to play fun with vinyl! Please tell us the name of this song and
the first and last name of the artist performing it.
- Rocky Mountain High (song)

- John Denver (artist)

125

pts The Centennial Cookbook of the Diocese of St. Cloud contains only one recipe entitled "hotdish".
This tasty dish contains celery, hamburger, soy sauce, and mushroom soup along with a few
seasonings. We would love for you to tell us the first and last name of the resident of Pierz, MN
who sumbitted this yununy recipe.
- (Mrs ) Bertie Solinger

15

pts What was the name of the first Italian produced opera in the United States?

- "Barber of Seville"

Hour 43
60

(11:00 AM)

pts Audio Trivia# 7809 - Since the United States president at the time was temporarily unable to
perfonn his duties, the person giving this speech inadvertently said he was now in control of onr
country. Please give us the first and last names of the three people who would have succeeded the
president before this eager person got his shot at commander-in-chief.
- George Bush
- Thomas O'Neill or Tip O'Neill
- Strom Thum1ond

(Vice President)
(Speaker of the House)
(President Pro Tempore)

15

pts Where in Minnesota can you see a 40-foot-long iron and stucco walleye?
- Baudette

20

pts What was Chuckles the Clown's motto?
- "A little Song, A little Dance, A little Seltzer down your pants"

50

pts VISUAL TRIVIA# 6 In this old black-and-white arcade game you fired a rifle at ducks in flight
over tall grass painted on the console. What is the name of this game?
-QWAK

30

pts Cass Lake, Mim1esota is the location of the sole seed supplier for two types of seedlings that can be
purchased at Itasca Greenhouse, Inc. Please give us the the two types of seeds Cass Lake supplies .
- Black Spruce

- Jack Pine

175

pts VISUAL TRIVIA# 15 Please give us the first names and the surname of this family. By the
way, that does not include the rat!
- Ira (baby)
- Mimi (Little girl)
- Boyle (boy w/ hockey mask)
- Horace (Dad w/ head on platter)
- Miranda (floating morn)
- Gravesytes (surname)

40

pts Please give us the first and last names of the four players the Minnesota Twins received when they
traded Rod Carew to the California Angels in 1979.
- Dave Engle
- Brad Havens
- Paul Hartzell
- Ken Landreaux

40

pts According to "Limits to Exploration of Nonrenewable Resources" by Earl Cook, what percentage
of the Earth's crust is Tungsten? Please express your answer as a decimal
(the answer is) .00011

10

pts In what Minnesota city was Gig Young bom 9
- St. Cloud

Hour 44
100

(12:00 PM)

pts VISUAL TRIVIA# 11 Three men are shown in conversation at the bottom of this photograph.
Please give us their first and last names and the rank or title they held at the time of the
photograph's release.
- Field Marshall Hem1ann Goering
- Field Marshall Werner von Blomberg
- Fuehrer Adolf Hitler

15

pts Please give us the only city in the United States to win the coveted "Grey Cup", Canada's version
of the Super Bowl.
- Baltimore

25

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7859 Please tell us the name of this band and the song they are performing.
- Serendipity Singers (band)

- "Run, Run Chicken Run" (song)

40

pts Cafesjian's Carousel will not operate if the temperature is below X or above Y. Please give us X
and Y in fahrenheit.
- X = 45 (above zero)
- Y = 95 (above zero)

30

pts Please tell us the three parks benefitting from the 2nd Annual Parade of Ponds in Central
Minnesota.
- Munsinger Gardens
- Quarry Park
- Clemens Gardens

100

pts What three menu items does Binyah-Binyah Polliwog ask his Gullah-Gullah Island family to make
for him in commemoration of Poliwog Day?
- french flies (yes, it is flies, not fries)

- fly Scream

- shoo fly pie

20

pts Please finish this lyric "Clowns to the left, jokers to the right_ _ _ __
- "Here Tam stuck in the middle with you"

45

pts What company's print ad included the phrase "Aspirin, toothpaste, sandwich bags. When you're at
the local supermarket, it might not matter whether you buy name brand or generic."
- Jeep

IO

pts Please give us the name of the first locomotive to run in the state of Minnesota.
- (the) William Crooks

Hour 45

(1:00 PM)

75

pts Of this person, President Kennedy once said that he had "become a symbol to the entire world of
the American tradition of humanitarian service abroad. " Please give us the title and foll name of
the person President Kennedy was speaking of.
- Dr. Gordon S. Seagrave (The Burma Surgeon)

20

pts In what historic district will you find Folsom House?
- Angel Hill
(district of Taylors Falls)

20

pts What is the "official" elevation of the South Pole? Express your answer in feet.
- 9,301 (FEET)

40

pts He was sworn in at the age of 19. Please give us the first and last name of Mercer, PA's mayor.
And while you're at it, please tell us what his annual mayoral salary is.
- Christopher Portman
- $1,875

35

pts Recently Garfield decided to express himself by painting .. Odie that is. What did he call his
endeavor?
- "Stupid in Green"

65

pts AUDIO TRIVIA # 7860 Please tell us the name of this artist and the song they are performing.
- Whistling Jack Smith (artist)

20

- "I Was Kaiser Bill's Batman" (song)

pts It may be hard to believe, but the world's oldest rock is sitting right here in Minnesota.
Please tell us in what Minnesota city you can find the world's oldest rock.
- Granite Falls

50

pts From the movie Phenomeon .. What comic book do we see George reading after he discloses his
awesome powers to the town?
- "The Scientific Process Goes Boink"

15

pts Where in Minnesota will you find the World's largest ball of twine rolled by one man?
-Darwin

Hour 46
100

(2:00 PM)

pts What message was displayed on an office building across the street from the Ed Sullivan Theater
in New York City on February 18, 2000?
- "Keep it pumping, Dave!"
(2/18/00 was David Letterman's first day back after heart by-pass surgery.)

20

pts The sum of the first 25 positive integers is 325 (three hw1dred twenty five). What is the sum of the
cubes of the first 25 positive integers?
- 105,625 (one hw1dred five thousand six hundred twenty five)

25

pts What was the name on the plane that first broke the sound barrier?
- Glamorous Glennis

40

pts Carla Tortelli paid Nick's way through what distinguished academic institutuion?
-The Coletti Academy of TV Repair

60

pts What is the name of the only company in North America that still manufactures barber shop poles?
Also, please give us the city and state of where this factory is located and the special honor and
recognition that was bestowed upon them in 1998.
- St Paul, MN
- William Marvy (Company)
- one of the company's barber poles was added to the
permanent collection of the Smithsonian Institute
PHONE BANK: if they are on track with last part of answer (example: barber pole in
smithsonian), will accept

85

pts Please give us the first and last name of the woman buried in Rochester, Minnesota, who has a
mineral named after her. Also please give us the mineral named in her honor.
- Lintonite
- Laura Linton

50

pts In the movie "Love at First Bite," Dracula and Renfield decide to rob a blood bank. The nurse,
mistaking them for donors, asks Dracula what type he is. What was his answer?
- Ruthless

45

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7871 Please tell us the name of the band in the following clip .
-The Firesign Theatre

10

pts In what Minnesota city was Bob Dylan bom?
- Duluth

Hour 47

(3:00 PM)

Beginning Black out!
500

pts AUDIO TRMA #7930 - Too big to read!
-- $881.00 (eight hundred eighty one dollars)
-- $5,872.00 (five thousand eight hundred seventy two dollars)

150

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7800 - Please tell us the name of the following song and artist.
- "Jenny Brown" (song)

- Pinkiny Canandy (artist)

IO

pts In what Minnesota city was Tippi Hedron born?
- New Ulm

20

pts Name the winners of the 1999 Star Tribune "Oh You Turkey" contest. First and last names please.
(9 - 12 group)
- Greta Block
(5 - 8 group)
- Grant Notvedt
(4 & under group) - Bailey Wehrman

- Roxanne Corbin
- Andrea Anderson
- Phillip Ganion

- Jamy Szabla
- Abby Nelson
- Siena Patty

35

pts If you had a "Pit Pass" for the March 15, 2003 Monster Jam at the HHJ-1 Metrodome, what event
were you able to enter?
- Pit Party

95

pts On the album sleeve of "The Great White North" is a facsimile ofa newspaper called "The Daily
Hoser". What is the forecast that is predicted on the front page?
- "G'day. Tomorrow looks like it will be a good day. So g'day"

45

pts In 1942 the "Hollywood Victory Caravan" came to St. Paul in support of the war effort. Give us
the first and last names of the three male Hollywood celebrities who showed up in our capitol city
that day.
- James Cagney
- Ca ry Grant
- Charles Boyer

55

pts Please tell us the first and last name oftl1e St. Stephen Moose Lodge member who, in 2001 ,
received the organization's highest award - The Pilgrim Degree of Merit?
- Wilfred Justin OR Will Justin

20

pts Where did the first organized attack in the 1862 U.S.-Dakota War occur?
- Lower Sioux Agency

how much the
tickets cost

how much
they won

$150.00

$12.00

$10.00

$2,004.00

$25.00
$15.00

$100.00
$0.00

$10.00

$10.00

One day, Ole was digging through Lena's drawers (dresser, that is) and came
across a whole pile of Minneesotta scratch lottery tickets. Instead of leaving them
alone (the tickets, not Lena's drawers) , he decides to call Sven over to help him
scratch them and hopefully win enough to pay for bait so's they can go ice fishing
out on Mille Lacs. Sven shows up and says "wholly moly Ole, where'd ya steal all
those?" In typical Ole fashion , he responds "don't tell Ma, she'd a hurt me real bad
if she finds out I took 'em." Sven grabs a pile and notices the word "void" is printed
all over the backs of them. "Ole, who is this "void" person and why did he put his
name all over these tickets?" "Don't worry about it" says Ole, "he's probably that
guy Lena buys them from at the Bingo place she goes to." With all that said , here's
what they scratched:

Fifty scratch tickets titled "Ice Fishing" that came out in 2002. Three tickets were
winners. The first two winning tickets revealed three Mittens in the same colored
line in the scratch area. The third winning ticket revealed three thermos Bottles in
the same colored line in the scratch area.
Ten scratch tickets titled "Above Zero". Two tickets were winners. The first winning
ticket was for four dollars. The second winning ticket revealed a SUN symbol in the
scratch area and the amount on the SUN symbol prize line showed two hundred
dollars.
Twenty-five scratch tickets titled "Cows in the Corn" . Five tickets were winners.
Each of the five winning tickets had five cow symbols in the scratch area.
Five scratch tickets titled "Trucks n Bucks". None of them were winners.
Five scratch tickets titled "Scratch , Shake and Shiver''. There was one winning
ticket. It had a picture of a shovel over the amount of five dollars in the scratch
area.
Twenty scratch tickets titled "Harvest Gold". Two tickets were winners. The first
winning ticket revealed three dollars in the chicken scratch area. The second
winning ticket revealed a Popped Kernel symbol on two of the four prize lines in the
scratch area. The prize listed on each prize line was five dollars.

$40.00

$13.00

Ten scratch tickets titled "Loony Loons". None of them were winners.

$10.00

$0.00

Fifteen scratch tickets titled "Minnesota Gold". Four tickets were winners. The first
two winning tickets were for ten dollars each. The third winning ticket had a gold
coin symbol on it with the amount of fifty dollars below it in the scratch area. The
fourth winning ticket had the word DOUBLE, in capital letters, over the amount of
two hundred fifty dollars in the scratch area.
Five scratch tickets titled "Wossamotta Moose". None of them were winners
Twenty-five scratch tickets titled "Explore Minnesota". Two tickets were winners.
The first winning ticket revealed three bicycle symbols in the scratch area. The
second winning ticket revealed three golf ball and club symbols in the scratch area.

$30.00

$570.00

$5.00

$0.00

$125.00
$8.00
$13.00

$150.00
$0.00
$0.00

Eight scratch tickets titled "Fishing Frenzy". None of them were winners.
Thirteen scratch tickets titled "Goin Up North". None of them were winners.

Fifty scratch tickets titled "Cabin Fever". There was only one winning ticket. It
revealed a snowflake symbol in the woodpile scratch area. The four amounts listed
in the prize area were ten, twenty, forty and eighty dollars.

$50.00

$150.00

Eighteen scratch tickets titled "Birdhouse". Six tickets were winners. The first three
winning tickets each revealed three Sparrows in the scratch area. The fourth
winning ticket revealed 3 Bluebirds in the scratch area. The fifth winning ticket
revealed 3 Chickadees in the scratch area and the sixth winning ticket revealed 3
Hummingbirds in the scratch area.

$36.00

$1 ,615.00

Twenty-five scratch tickets titled "Frostbite Falls, MN". They won ten dollars.

$25.00

$10.00

Thirty scratch tickets titled "SPAM". Two tickets were winners. The first ticket
revealed three "SPAM" symbols in the scratch area. The second winning ticket
revealed a "HORMEL" symbol in the scratch area.
Twenty-five scratch tickets titled "Song of the North". They won eighteen dollars.

$60 .00

$510.00

$50.00

$18.00

$10.00

$105.00

$75.00

$0.00

Ten scratch tickets titled "Up North". Six tickets were winners. The first five
winning tickets were for one dollar each. The sixth winning ticket revealed three
wolf symbols in the scratch area with the amount of fifty dollars beneath each of the
three wolf symbols.
Twenty-five scratch tickets titled "Northwoods Bingo". None of them were winners.
Four scratch tickets titled "Gopher Golf'. Every ticket was a winner. Each ticket
revealed a "hole-in-one" symbol in the scratch area.

$8.00

$400.00

Fifty scratch tickets titled "Bullwinkle's Big Catch". They won two dollars.

$50.00

$2.00

Eleven scratch tickets titled "Ice Palace". Two tickets were winners. The first
winning ticket was four dollars. The second winning ticket revealed a crown symbol
over the amount of eighty dollars in the scratch area.

$22.00

$84.00

$25.00
$24.00

$19.00
$0.00

$5.00

$100.00

$881.00

$5,872.00

Twenty five scratch tickets titled "Paul Bunyon". They won nineteen dollars.
Twelve scratch tickets titled "Voyageur''. None of them were winners.
Five scratch tickets titled "Ice Fishing" that came out in 1997. There was only one
winner. It revealed a fish symbol and two fifty dollar prizes in the scratch area.
Thinking they have a small fortune on their hands, they gather up the winners and
head to the lottery headquarters in Brainerd to cash them in. They hand them to
the clerk who inspects them carefully then looks at Ole and Sven and says "geez,
what you tryin to pull , then? All these tickets are voided and wortless. Gripes,
some of these tickets are almost ten years old now!" Downtrodden and broke, they
head on over to the local VF, hoping lnga'd be there. "Shee's always good for a
bump or two, ya know". "I gotcha" said Sven .

With that said: For 500 trivia points, please give us the total purchase price of the
tickets Ole and Sven scratched. We would also like to know the amount of bait
money Ole would have won had the winning tickets been valid . Two very important
numbers will get you 500 points.

Hour 48

(4:00 PM)

AUDIO TRIVIA #7930 - Please play the audio. This is a repeat of REALLY BIG
QUESTION!
80

pis

In 1997, the Utne Reader named its list of "The 10 most enlightened towns in America" . Name the top
five cities on Uiat list in descending order.
1. ITHACA (NY)
2. PORTLAND (OR)
3. D URHAM (NC)
4. BURLINGTON (VT)
5. MADISON (WI)

20

pts

Please give us the name of this Dame played Mrs. Adela Bradley in the 1999 British Series, "Mrs Bradley
Mysteries?"
- (Dame) Diana Rigg

30

pis

If you were playing two players in the playstation version of Bubble Bobble and both of you were
successful in clearing all 100 levels, you would get a message of congratulations and what line of advice
about life?
- "Now, you fow1d the most important magic in the world, it's love and friendship"

50

pts

Please tell us the epitaph on Miss Mercy Cobb's tombstone as seen in Marc Brown's book, "Arthur's
Ha lloween".
- Miss Mercy Cobb Went of singing 1810 - 1892

30

pis

Whal unique trait do the following slate parks share: Amicalola Falls; George T. Bagby; Liltle Ocmulgee;
Red Top Mountain; Unicoi
- They're Georgia State Parks that include lodge facilities
restaurants and meeting rooms)

250

40

pis

pts

In May of 1996, Doonesbury creator Garry Trudeau updated !he "cast portrail and key" he created in
1991. Please give us the 35 characters identified in the portrait.
- Butts

- Mike

- Widow D .

- Sal

- J.J.

-Zeke

- Joanie

- Rick

- Alex

- Kim

- Bernie

-King

- Scot

- B.D.

- Ray

- Phred

- Boopsie

- Sid

-Sam

- Zonker

- Honey

- Mark

- Phil

- Elmont
- Newt

-Bill

- Duke

- Earl

-Jim
- Ginny

- Roland
- Clyde

- Alice
- Lacey

pts

-Jimmy

What is the household model and Serial number of Andrew in the movie "Bicentennial Man"?
- ND4-l l 4 (household model)

30

(complete with

- 583625 (serial number)

Name the Germanic people who moved from northwest Germany to conquer a considerable piece of Italy
in the 4th cenlury AD?
- Lombards

40

pts

AUDIO TRIVIA# 7808 Please tell us the name of the following song and artisl.
- "Killjoy" (Song)

- Nothingheads (Artist)

Hour 49
125

pts VISUAL TRIVIA# 8

(5:00 PM)

Please tell us the first and last name of the person who carved this statue.

- Jolm Strom (the statue is located in Embarrass MN)
10

pts Please tell us what color undershirt Gary Zimmerman is NOW wearing.
- orange (Why change clothes during trivia weekend)

30

pts A fellow Minnesotan by the name of Marvin created a list of IO winter driving tips for very cold
weather and shared these tips with radio persormel Tom and Ray. After Marvin lists the first 9 tip s
he states that if all else fails to do tip number ten . What is tip number ten ? Be specific please.
- "Drive South"

CLOSE QUESTION 1 FROM HOUR 47!!! THE BIGGIE!!!
160

pts Please give us the last names of all eleven members
Coordinating Commission.
- Lindquist
- Grams
- Donahue
- Clark
-Dahl
- Hamerli.nck

of the 1971-1972 Minnesota Higher Education
- Herbig
- Lynch
- Goldfine

- Devine
- Noblitt

75

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 7845 Please tell us the name of the following song and artist.
- Jordan, Minnesota (song)
- Big Black (artist)

200

pts In January, 1969, there were six Eagle Scouts in the Wadena troupe setting a Minnesota record.
Please give us the first initial and last names of these record-setting scouts.
- S. Knutson
- S. Nelson
- D. Wrnck
- D. Sinm1ons
- R. Larson
- D. Schloeder

40

pts What band was scheduled to perform at Cherokee Park in St. Paul on July 4 at l :30pm?
- Kico Rangel Mexican Band

50

pts Please tell us the first and last names of the last two KARE Athletes of the Week for the winter
2003 sports season.
- James Davis (Minneapolis North)
- Lawrence McKenzie (Minneapolis Henry)

15

pts Please tell us what museum was built within the rnins of the Washburn A. Mill .
- Mill City (Museum)

Hour 50
100

(6:00 PM)

pts Hall ofFamer "The Other One" wanted to know what the ingredients are for your favorite hotdish
recipe. For 100 hotdish points please call in your answers.
Phone bank accept ANY answers

20

pts 1n what Minnesota city is Gluek (glick) Beer brewed?
- Cold Spring

20

pts What Minnesota city claims to be the Halloween Capital of the World and also can lay claim to
Gretchen Carlson?
- Anoka

20

pts What Minnesota city bills itself as "Gnome Town, USA"?
- Dawson

20

pts ln what Minnesota city can you see a 17-foot-tall fiberglass statue of Chief Kandiyohi?
- Willmar

20

pts At one time, this Minnesota city had a concrete statue of a troll with the words "belly by
Budweiser" written across its belly. Please give us the name of this city.
- Spring Grove

20

pts 1n what Minnesota city could you see a 54-foot-high stucco snowman?
- North St. Paul

20

pts In what city can you see Minnesota's largest bobber?
- Pequot Lakes (water tower)

20

pts Where in Minnesota can you see a 20-foot-tall sea serpent?
- Crosby
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